Next fall's freshman first to get guaranteed ANTHOIN HICKS

UCF will implement a pilot program of five years granting guaranteed admission to as many as 800 incoming freshmen the opportunity to graduate in four years.

"If you're on the contract and in good standing, you will be guaranteed admission into all the classes you need," he said. "We will be guaranteed to graduate in four years."

This student will have to take a strictly regimented class schedule to remain in the program but will be allowed to sign up for classes in advance. Additionally, incoming freshmen will have to sign up for every class they need for the first four years.

"Having this program will allow the university to only use the courses through the first year and, through the second year, will be more invested in," he added. "We will be able to better understand the hiring of faculty and even better use our limited resources." While only 150 incoming freshmen may take part in the program, Student President John Hilt said that "because sections will be cut, students in the future who wish to advance, we will know a long time in advance if we are going to accept them or not look like they are going to take them at all," he said. "He will also be able to select and avoid more classes that he dislikes."

He added, "This plan allows students to have a greater say in every class, to better control the number of classes and faculty questioned UCFS's commitment in helping those students already attending the university.

"With the program great for freshmen, it seems like students at the university will be left up the creek without a paddle," he said. "I believe this is a 19-year-old history major problem."

We can't think that this will be the first time it is explained, "If it helps all of our freshmen or just a percent of students on a pre-requisite part, we will still smooth the way for other students," he added.

"We aren't trying to stop students from just trying to help some students graduate in four years if possible GUARANTEED it's 54"

Administration OKs student contract

Shuttle struggling to find passengers

TU DUKE 

Shuttle service, as a campus administrator during an open forum at the Student Center Building last Thursday at the USPS, the campus fine administration, due to offer a student option. See article, page 3.

may be a more limited service with fewer buses. If ride-sharing service does not improve, the shuttles may be discontinued service.

"We can only go so long with low ridership. Unless it starts to prove itself cost-effective, it may not be continued."

"If you live off campus, you need to use the shuttle to take your car. If you take the shuttle, you won't be late for your classes."

"If you're on a tight schedule, this may be the only way to get to class on time."

"If you have a private vehicle you can take the shuttle to get to class."

"I think we need to make sure the shuttle is cost-effective before we continue."

Peter & Bentley

Enrollment cap: 800

Web-based classes: Strongly supports

Student satisfaction: Supports optimal contract: 10% percent rate: Strongly opposed

SGA presidential states

Aubuchon & Buchman

Enrollment cap: Support cap

Web-based classes: Strongly supports

Student satisfaction: Supports optimal contract: 10% percent rate: Strongly opposed

"SGA candidates tackle academic offerings"

First ever student achievement award

First year award will honor students whose GPA is the highest on campus.

The three states competing is lead by the Student Government Association, have ideas on a range of subjects, but classes — the number of other students, the number of students, the number of students who need to graduate on campus — are covered under a five-year contract and are in no danger of being discontinued.

"It's about being cost-effective, it's about being efficient."

"We can get most of them, if not all of them, to ride the on-campus shuttles, that I think we could be successful."
**Spring Break 2004**

**Travel Destinations**

**Acapulco, Mexico**
- Distance from UCF: 1,433 miles
- Good night life with nightclubs
- Village is a city of white sand beaches
- Good food

**Cancun, Mexico**
- Distance from UCF: 810 miles
- A long time favorite for its
- Beaches, nightclubs and bars
- Cancun is a great place to visit
- A young crowd goes there

**Nassau, Bahamas**
- Distance from UCF: 339 miles
- Island paradise offers a nearby
- Paradise for a weekend getaway

**Negril, Jamaica**
- Distance from UCF: 780 miles
- Peoldey beaches and a relaxed
- Atmosphere

**Panama City, Florida**
- Distance from UCF: 266 miles
- Beaches and attending college
- A great place for a weekend getaway

**Negril: Spring Break 2004**
- The show will feature live music
- A great place to visit
- Nightlife
- Great food and accommodations

**Destination:**
- **Acapulco, Mexico**
- **Cancun, Mexico**
- **Nassau, Bahamas**
- **Negril, Jamaica**
- **Panama City, Florida**

**Week in Health**

**President's Leadership Challenge Fund for 2004-2005**

The University community is invited to participate in the President’s Leadership Challenge Fund for 2004-2005. The fund provides an opportunity for student and faculty leaders to work together in support of student leadership needs on the University campus.

The fund provides an opportunity for student and faculty leaders to work together in support of student leadership needs on the University campus.

**Global Health**

**Tet Lunar new year show**

The UCF students’ Vietnamese American Student Association presents: Tet Lunar new year show.

**Center for Women’s Health**

**Investing in the health of women in the developing world**

The University of Central Florida is the home to the Center for Gender-Based Violence Prevention.

**Vaccines containing aluminum**

A new study suggests that aluminum adjuvants in vaccines might cause some childhood vaccines to react poorly in certain groups of parents.

**Central Florida Future**

**The Student Newspaper Survey UCF Since 1968**

**Let us know**

The Student Newspaper Survey UCF Since 1968

**Vaccine controversy continues**

Merck and a coalition of other drug companies have told the Vaccine Court they will stop fighting the case involving products that contain aluminum.

**Central Florida Future**

**The Student Newspaper Survey UCF Since 1968**

**Let us know**

The Student Newspaper Survey UCF Since 1968
NOW AVAILABLE FOR UP TO 60 MONTHS!
INCLUDES ALL 03 MODELS EXCEPT NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLES, 20TH ANNIVERSARY GTI, WOLFSBURG JETTAS AND TOUAREG. HURRY LIMITED TIME OFFER
*1.9% financing available through Volkswagen Bank USA upon credit approval. Offer good through 2/29/04

NEW 2004 TOUAREGS NOW IN STOCK!

2003 GOLF GL
P/Windos, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!
LEASE FOR $219 PER MONTH - TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 JETTA GLS
P/Windos, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!
LEASE FOR $255 PER MONTH - TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 NEW BEETLE GL
P/Windos, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!
LEASE FOR $259 PER MONTH - TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2003 All New GTI
P/Windos, P/Locks, 17" Alloys, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!
LEASE FOR $269 PER MONTH - TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2004 ALL NEW PASSAT GL
P/Windos, P/Locks, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!
LEASE FOR $298 PER MONTH - TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

2004 NEW BEETLE CONVERTIBLE
P/Windos, P/Locks, P/Top, Tilt, Cruise, Cass, Side Airbags, ABS, Keyless Remote, Alarm & Much More!
LEASE FOR $299 PER MONTH - TAX FOR 48 MONTHS
* Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, 0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
• 4 Yr/50,000 Mile Bumper-To-Bumper Warranty
• 5 Yr/60,000 Mile Powertrain Warranty

Leases are calculated with $0 total down. Includes 1st payment, $0 sec. deposit, tags, title and license. See Salesperson for details.
Wacky new play is six stories in one
Witty-driven show wars of silliness

The new production at UCF's Black Box Theatre, "All in the Timing," which opens today and runs through Feb. 15, is actually not a play in the traditional sense. It's six stories, written by David Ives, that are being played by two actors in one evening in multiple settings and with a variety of silliness.

"Very, very funny," said Wayne Black Box Theatre Artistic Director Bob Yip of the play's potential for a "great evening of theatre." Wayne Black Box Theatre is located in the Student Union on UCF's main campus.

"I was a member of the cast of the first New York production," said Yip of his experience with the play, "and it is hilarious. I think in its current form, it is an even funnier production."

"The play is divided into six stories that are presented in a non-linear order, with the audience also being presented with multiple endings," said Andy Depasquale, a member of the show's cast.

"The stories are all about relationships and situations that people find themselves in, and the audience gets to see how things work out differently in each story," said Depasquale.

"The audience will see how things turn out differently in each story, and they will laugh at the silly situations that people find themselves in," said Depasquale.

"The play is a great example of how theatre can be both entertaining and thought-provoking," said Depasquale.

"I think that the play is a great example of how theatre can be both entertaining and thought-provoking," said Depasquale.

"The audience will be entertained and will also be left with something to think about."
Hitt: Arboretum only big enough for miniature golf

Guaranteed graduation coming this fall

ANDRE' HAMLAY

The College of Arts and Sciences topped the list of targets for student and staff protest. President John Hitt and Florida Today met with a student gathering at an open forum in the Student Union.

Students also professed the administration's failure in the Student Writing Center and the college math department.

Hitt and Hickey also announced that UCF has plans to build a golf course on the Arboretum and is considering a new greenhouse on campus in the biology building.

"The idea that we want to build a golf course on the Arboretum is complete nonsense," Hitt said. "First off, it's nowhere near big enough to get a golf course. If we were to build a golf course there, the biggest greenhouse would be too close to the student and the campus's wind.

The current one is unrelated to cost. "At a minimum, we would have to build a golf course that would be too close to the student and the campus's wind.

William Morey, vice president of Administration and Finance, said that the greenhouse would not be used if the Arboretum was decided.

"The current one is unrelated to cost. "At a minimum, we would have to build a golf course that would be too close to the student and the campus's wind.
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Our STANCE

Candidates tackle calm before a storm

Students won't know how bad their grades are going to be until late March, when we get it all back at the same time.

Unfortunately for Student Government Association presidential candidates, they have to make their best guesses on that subject and run with it this election, because students go to the polls March 12. Winning the SGA presidency will have far more lasting effects, if not in the summer, then in fall.

If students aren'tervation in the election's outcome, the argument is what it's meant to be about.

We've heard from administration officials that while the exact number of votes is still under wraps, the student body has turned out in record numbers. It's much more fair to the student body to be told what the numbers are, and to vote knowing what they're voting for.

In October we heard that the College of Arts and Sciences would see the largest cut, because the college is home to most of the general education courses that students need to complete their curricula. Yet every college on campus suffered within the constrains of a budget limited down from what we were used to know what UCF responded.

In this first, the front page has been filled with budget talks. The second focuses on the rule that candidates Odi Adinma, Kevin Peters and Pamela Tidmore hope to pass.

Our STANCE

Boobs cause too much panic

I just noticed someone was wearing a new shirt tonight, and we were cocktail in a minute.

That's because Jackson's suddenly investing in the allegations that there is a dressing room is that people were shocked, I'm told. I'm not sure whether something is actually happening, shall it? That picture really is a forensic guarantee to this new3 nation is a testament to just how much ouring up we have to do with our breasts.

OK, my freedom of speech, even though currently curtailed by the Student Act, is more than it is in other countries where they have to deal with actual women taking a shower. Getting away at the language on HPV if you're in Great Britain, and you can say goodbye to your broadcast license.

In the last decade, words that were guaranteed to get your mouth washed out with soap in the 1980s have become commonplace household expressions, padded by some of the most popular television shows on cable, such as on Comedy Central, and the boobs have taken every word rework in increasing class offerings. It's a topic that students will become more familiar with as summer swings around this semester.

The candidates' response in interviews with the Patriot this week indicate that they all understand the gravity of this problem. Once fall 2002 it is not to ensure students get the classes they need when they want them or won't.

Unfortunately, that isn't a practical solution for students with schedules already in place. Students are already burdened by the parking lot. Life style work at this institution.

If you missed the end of the game to avoid the traffic, you may have been one of the more than 4,700 people who came to watch the Knights last night at a shot at the A Sun regular season championship and a potential NCAA tournament berth.

If you didn't, let's save shock for the times that something actually freakier than our show.

Let's save shock for the times that it was choking us. It surely will be a terrible idea wrapped in a good number of priceless future ticket holders.

Our STANCE

Fair weather fans overrun sport complex

midfield, the UCF soccer team has been one of the most exciting and successful since the team, I still supported them and did after our most recent loss, which ended last Saturday at 14 games. Like any<br>...
Linemen dominate signing day

Men's tennis team rolls by Rollins College

The Knights carry a 2-2 record to Tallahassee Saturday to face FSU

RANAH CURTIS

Following their brutal beating in Gainesville last week, the 1-10-1 UCF basketball team looked to rebound against their Olympic cousins, Rollins College.

Instead of revenge, the Rollins Tars came on top against the Knights, 63-48.

UCF's 40-point loss marked the worst loss for the Knights this season. UCF head coach Billy Gillispie said the loss hurt his team's confidence.

Data went against the Knights, Gillispie said.

"If you look at the stats, it's really not a close game," Gillispie said. "They played better and we didn't.

UCF was outrebounded in the game, 36-21, and committed 28 fouls, which led to 24 Tars' points.

UCF shot 34.4 percent from the field against the 44.6 percent from the Tars.

The Knights' men's tennis team rolls by Rollins College

The Knights to up at three-road ga"
Women outscores Belmont by 12 in last Saturday's meeting

The Knights won't return to the UCF Arena until Feb. 19 against Campbell.

Snooping Upclose

It really is a shame that the Planes will not be eligible for the conference tournament this season. In Daytona, from March 10 to March 13, LC is 7-0 in conference play and is currently tied for the second spot with Morehead.

The Planes are red hot, winning five of their last six, and are the only squad in the conference to knock off conference-leader Georgia State. They even did it at Allstate Arena.

GuestCourtesy Benton is currently sixth in the A-Sun scoring race with 14.1 points per game. Benton leads the conference in three three-pointers, half of all his free throws and 24 free throws. UCF is still alive in the conference with a half-game lead over Belmont.

Women's rugby off to hot start

The A-Sun women's rugby team began their Matrix season on Thursday at Georgia State. The Bulldogs with a 2-0 record have a half-game lead over the Knights. Around the Atlantic Sun.

Sooner State

Thursday night, the Sooner State rivalry was heating up as the Knights last six road games were against conference leaders Florida and Georgia. The Sooner State rivalry is really incomparable. The Hilltoppers have to capitalize on their last six road games that they have this season.

Carolina Comes to College Station

By Mark

The Knights have to hold the Hatters and take full advantage of the homecourt against Georgia in their third round of the Georgia tournament. The Knights lost to Georgia State and Mercer are on the horizon with a sweep.

UFC/Rio Athletics - Don your Knights attire during this jousting of the sched­ule, especially with its next three games at the Matthew Purnell House of Champions Center. Admissions are FREE for everyone! Although some bleachers are available, bring your own lawn chair for your comfort!

Good Times, Great Food!

• Mixed Drinks
• Happy Hour
• 10 minutes - No Appointments
• FREE Professional Car Wash with Oil Change!

Jiffy lube signature oil change

• Check & Wt. transmissions
• Check & Fill
• Check & Adjust brake fluid
• Check & Adjust oil level
• Lubricate chassis as required

Only $21.99

Jiffy lube franchise of the year

- Change of oil
- Install new oil filter
- Check & Adjust brakes
- Check & Adjust air filter
- Vacuum interior of vehicle
- Wash exterior windows
- Check tire pressure
- Check battery
- Flush air conditioning system
- Oil change
- Check tire pressure
- Refill transmission
- Check & Adjust brakes
- Check & Adjust oil level
- Lubricate chassis as required

FREE Fluid Refills Between Services!

Join Us for Happy Hour

4-7 pm & 10 pm-Close

1/2 Price

Mixed Drinks

$1 Off Appetizers

Applebee's

12103 Collegiate Way

Orlando

(407) 657-1222

February 1, 1999 • Central Florida News
CONTEST: DRAWING IN SGA OFFICE
CONTEST REGISTRATION:
MONDAY, FEB. 9th - FRIDAY, FEB. 13th

UCF v.s. GEORGIA STATE
GAME: SATURDAY, FEB. 11st, 2pm

Ashley Burns

Her numbers in 2000 weren't that big, but hit presence was. In fact, Hurt Clark only had two hit last season. However, one of those hits was a winner which means that game night brings a glimpse of the power is coming. In 1995-96 season, Hurt Clark is ready to go on as well as his nine. The island-left, 23-foot jumper is not only his own valid, but he thinks this year's underclassman is noticeably under-rated.

Now without his trademark facia, Hurt is pictured in his active-speaker louder than his words.

Future: Hurt Clark has to play limited time in the 2001 season. Hurt absence will you be in full time this season?

Future: Hurt Clark is real anxious. The bottom line is that most players want to do whatever they can to help the team win. I know for me, playing a lot of sports are my life, I'm a lot more interested in winning games than personal accomplishments. I do it for this team and I want to get back out there and contribute.

Future: Hurt Clark will you have a chance to get out there this year?

Future: Hurt Clark was happy when you had to lose the games where Hurt Clark was out.

Future: Hurt Clark was upset when he had to lose the games. Hurt Clark had to stop what he was doing and make sure every follower that I'm good to help in a foul, but I'm going to miss the time. Hurt Clark wants to do something for the following basketball season of the year.

Future: Hurt Clark was working a little harder in the weight room, so maybe I'll see some extra muscle lines across my face.

Future: Hurt Clark was happy that he could make a run of a 60-71 or highest in the preseason.
Students To Take Online Surveys For Money

Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 to $250
All You Need is a Computer & An Internet Connection

For More Info, Please Visit:
www.SurveysForStudents.com

Do you have plans for Spring Break?
Work, play, make money & gain work experience!
Positions available at locations in US, Puerto Rico & the Caribbean

Now Hiring CHILD ACTIVITIES Coordinators

Qualifications Include:
Minimum 21 years of age, CPR & First Aid Card, Minimum 1 year of experience with pre-school or organized childcare or degree in Early Childhood Education

Employment terms include:
Transportation, Room, Meals, Health Insurance, 401k & Days of Rest Assured

To participate in this research study the following must apply:
- No history or presence of eczema or skin problems
- No immune disorders
- No contact with children one year old and younger
- Willing to maintain all study visits and complete a diary after vaccination

Compensation paid is for time and travel

Call today for more information:
(407) 240-7878
Orlando Clinical Research Center
4410 S. Orange Ave., Ste. 108
www.oacr.net

WANTED- Winter Position

Substitute Nursery Volunteers: two small children in need of volunteers, please respond. Non-smokers, references, Babysitting experience a plus. Must be available Monday through Friday, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Must work one hour per week at each location. Compensation payroll. Please send application to TripleA@unitedchurch.org

WE NEED A NURSE PRACTITIONER! 1600+ hours per year. Must be a graduate of an accredited school of nursing, hold a current Florida RN license, hold a current Florida practitioner license, have a valid license to practice in the state of Florida, have at least 2 years of experience in a primary health care setting, preferably in pediatrics. Must be knowledgeable in all aspects of medical care, possess excellent communication and interpersonal skills, demonstrate the ability to work independently, be able to work flexible hours. Are you ready to answer the call of making a difference in the lives of children? If so, please call 407-340-6556.
Earn $100 in 2 Weeks!
For 4 life-saving Plasma Donations
STUDENTS - NEW DONORS:
Bring this ad for an EXTRA $5 on your 2nd & 4th donation!
Walk-Ins Welcome!

DCI BIOLOGICALS
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500
(321) 235-9100
“Where it Pays to Care”

Consider these graduate study opportunities.

Counselor Education (MA, NED, PhD)
Train to be a counselor in state-of-the-art facilities of a program that holds the prestigious endorsement of the Council on Accreditation of Counseling and Related Education Programs (CACREP).

Criminal Justice (MS)
Explore the complex and changing world of criminal justice to prepare for an exciting career or for doctoral study.

Applied Experimental and Human Factors Psychology (PhD)
Study exciting areas that focus on the interaction between humans and the environment with world-renowned faculty in this nationally leading program accredited by the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society.

Industrial Engineering and Management Systems (MSIE, MS, PhD)
Focus on the design and improvement of systems, products and processes in one of the ten largest IEMS departments in the nation.

Nursing (MSN, PhD)
Prepare as an advanced nurse practitioner to be a leader and manager in a variety of health care settings in a program accredited by the National League for Nursing Accrediting Commission (NLNAC).

Political Science (MA)
Choose a track in political analysis, public policy, or environmental politics and prepare for a career requiring the ability to comprehend, influence and respond to government policy, or prepare for doctoral study.

University of Central Florida
Graduate Studies
Millican Hall 230 | 407.823.2766 | graduate@mail.ucf.edu

Whatever your interests, UCF offers a graduate program that will meet your needs and launch your career.

Presidential Elections 2004
Get Ready UCF!

Election Dates: Feb. 16th-18th
Run-off Dates: Feb. 23rd-25th

Visit the SGA office at room 214 in the Student Union or on the web at www.sga.ucf.edu for more information.
Reggae Fest. Bob won't be attending just a dozen of his illegitimate kids.

First Madonna and Britney, now Janet's boob. God bless America.

Modern art made easy. Learn how to build your own Picassohead!

SEE HAPPENINGS, PG. 3 
SEE MUSIC, PG. 8 
SEE RAMBLINGS, PG. 9

the indie 
BOOt CAMp
— See pg. 2
In this issue...

Alcohol always tends to alter our original intentions. We learned this first-hand at the indie boot camp when we attempted to briefly ban the new recruits by simply drinking like fools. As the night progressed, however, we did get a few good hits on the carpet before the beer got a few good hits on us.

It would be impossible to

In this issue...
Loews Universal Cineplex presents international shorts for one night only

JOHN THOMASON

One of the great things about film festivals is their ability to screen overall twelve films formats one can't see anywhere outside of specialty TV channels (notably shorts). Often ignored when grouped together with features, shorts are an integral part of the filmmaking process, the starting points for just about every director. Even many established directors prefer the short format over the feature and continue to make them well into their careers. This is becoming one of the all-encompassing genres and experimental video projects. For one night only, you can see anywhere outside of specialty venues (IFCT), coming to Orlando for Elvis Fest (Feb. 5 and 6), Sweetbriar (Feb. 6, 8-11 p.m., $10), The Wall and Court (Feb. 6, 9-11 p.m., $10), The櫃on (Feb. 6, 9-11 p.m.), and Centre-Matic, Orlando for its annual Doof Fest (Feb. 6, 9-11 p.m., $10).

The 2014 Film Festival of the Cinephile (IFCT) continues on Orlando Sunday at Loews Universal Orlando Cineplex, obviously understanding the power derived from the short; the genre has diminished features control, and the IFCT is boasting one of the fastest-growing film festivals in the world.

Screened between November and June, the Film Festival, the fest is littering Orlando for the first time, right in the heart of festival season. In fact, as it appears the disaggregated distribution classically already has, so long as constantly re-analysing the lack of commercial viability in Central Florida, the Orlando is the first stop on IFCT’s global circuit (as it is in London, New York, Ontario and Sydney). In addition, non-commercially, Central Floridians will get to see these shorts before the Vendors, and the fact itself is a rarity that should be cherished.

IFCT’s mission is to build the Festival of Cinephile and Technology you ask? The technology portion refers to the unique digital projection of the shorts, for the IFCT is entirely flawless and tapeless. Shorts shot on film or digital video are formatted to hybrid VPR technology and screened via a hand-crank drive system. Orlando, I have no idea what that last sentence meant, though I think it’s vanity’s sin, is the same one that could be translated. The movies are seen look pretty damn good; further shooting of shooting of film stock will likely be taken by the principle digital projection of the shorts, but those who eschew digital technology will probably be upstaged by the broad appeal of film being shown.

Plunking films from the United States, Austria, Germany, Benelux, the United Kingdom and Switzerland, the IFCT’s grouping of shorts with common themes into their own packages (for example: 11 a.m. to 12 p.m. Family Screenings, Parents and Relations, 12-1 p.m. Genre: Comedy, etc.) is creating new opportunities deadinng the films being screened and the all-embracing genres represented (include everything from short to long features to别的 fantasies and experimental video projects).

Some of the shorts seem unanimously original and intriguing, and the IFCT website (http://www/desotech.org) offers complete descriptions of each short, some of the highlights include: Central Park (A man with an endless imagination and a penchant for fast money stands alone at night in New York’s Central Park. Then he is transported and armed幕幕 gunner comes along and...). The film fummer: For someone new to the IFCT, you can either see seven hours of International shorts at the IFCT or one screening of the same shorts. You Get Saved and a rotation of shorts anywhere else. Do the math.

CAMPUS

Relaxation techniques
Feb. 4 to Feb. 6, 9 a.m. to 1 p.m., free Student Union Room 320, 407-560-2420

UCF Lunar New Year Show 2004
Feb. 7, 9 p.m. to 10:30 p.m., free Visual Arts Building Auditorium Rm. 132, 407-823-3161

Art

Henry, Nica Parade, Milwaukee (indie)
Feb. 5, 9 p.m., $4
The Social, 154 N. Orange Ave.
407-899-2840

The Letters Organizing, Pink Spiders, Lies for Words (punk)
Feb. 7, 9:30 p.m., $8
Will’s Pub, 505 W. Maitland Ave.
407-899-0979

Cannos, Hard Heavy
Atomic Sanguine (rock)
Feb. 7, 9 p.m., $5
Sloans Irish Social Club
425 S. College Ave.
407-823-3161

Mad Happy (punk)
Feb. 7, 9, 10 p.m., $6
Will’s Pub, 505 W. Maitland Ave.
407-899-0979

Hugman (rock/blues)
Feb. 8, 8 p.m., $6
Three Sisters (country)
54 N. Orange Ave.
407-792-0771

Further Leions; Sweeney; Afflicted; Me
Without You, Emergency Watcha Wits (punk)
Feb. 8, 9 p.m., $5
Will’s Pub, 505 W. Maitland Ave.
407-899-0979

Symbiotic, 17 Sheep
Hard to Hand (rock)
Feb. 8, 9 p.m., $5
Will’s Pub, 505 W. Maitland Ave.
407-899-0979

Sal Season; Edith, Benching
Rhymes With Orange, Galletta
Feb. 8, 9 p.m., $6
Will’s Pub, 505 W. Maitland Ave.
407-899-0979

Motion (punk)
Feb. 8, 9:30 p.m., $3, $5
Will’s Pub, 505 W. Maitland Ave.
407-899-0979

Dillinger Escape Plan, The Lowest, Your Generation
Orbitron (hard rock/indie)
Feb. 8, 9 p.m., $6
Will’s Pub, 505 W. Maitland Ave.
407-899-0979

Under Mistletoe, Bennington Jewel, Rambo (punk)
Feb. 9, 9 p.m., $7
The Social, 154 N. Orange Ave.
407-899-2840

Kingside (rock)
Feb. 9, 9 p.m., $6
Sloans Irish Social Club
425 S. College Ave.
407-823-3161

Kingside (rock)
Feb. 9, 9 p.m., $6
Sloans Irish Social Club
425 S. College Ave.
407-823-3161

Kingside (rock)
Feb. 9, 9 p.m., $6
Sloans Irish Social Club
425 S. College Ave.
407-823-3161

Kingside (rock)
Feb. 9, 9 p.m., $6
Sloans Irish Social Club
425 S. College Ave.
407-823-3161

Screening of Dredd
Feb. 3, 7:30 p.m., free Downtown Maitland Center
1990 S. Babcock St., Maitland
407-629-0054

SHOWS

L. Garcia (electronics)
Feb. 3, 9 p.m., $5
Pinecrest Gardens, 151 N. Maitland Ave.
407-269-0504

Palm Lake Automobile, Big Ten-Plus Airways, Same (rock) for Concerts for Par
Feb. 3, 9 p.m., $3
Wall and Court Streets
407-852-3755

ART

Local art exhibition
Feb. 5, 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., free
Museum of Contemporary Art
401 W. Citrus St.
407-898-3936

Local Artist’s Demonstration
Feb. 7, 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., free
Arts of the Darkside, Ormond Beach
5th and Atlantic Ave., Winter Park
407-647-0281

Guided tour of the Harman Metals
Feb. 7, 7:30 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., free
Museum of Contemporary Art
401 W. Citrus St.
407-898-3936

Reflections (opening reception)
Feb. 7, 7 p.m. to 9:30 p.m., free
Floyd Skloot, 1850 N. Orange Ave.
407-848-0151

Guided tour of the Midland Art Center
Feb. 9, 9 a.m. to 10 a.m., free
Midland Art Center
231 W. Piedmont Ave., Midland
407-671-1886

Through the lens
Feb. 9, 7 p.m., $5, $10
The Social, 154 N. Orange Ave.
407-899-2840

A Photographer’s View of Eastonville
Feb. 9, 7:30 p.m. to 10:30 p:1;
Zenith Sheppard-Radun National Museum of Fine Arts
227 E. Kimberly Blvd., Eastonville
407-647-0347

Polaroids: Fabrications and Reflections (opening reception)
Feb. 9, 6 p.m. to 8 p.m., free
Local 138, 1300 S. Lake Ave., Winter Park
407-671-1886

E-mai I your event to editor@theindie.com for inclusion in our weekly Happenings calendar.
Enter a game where you bet the thing imaginable. What if my heart can be the scariest poker table and always on the lose? That's a pretty big gamble, considering at the end you could find true love, happiness or even more, like maybe never thinking.

I agree, because we are students, you ask? Well, it got me thinking. You look in the strings of the dealer. In a night in the casino is you make or break an outfit. How much would you be willing to bet on finding true love, happiness or even more, like maybe never thinking.

The key to pulling off this valentine's is in first that designer looks that you love, hunt, borrow or somehow get into without breaking the bank. Trust me, I break; I've been deserted (or new credits). I've been checked out all over (and, quicker than I can afford these three years.

As a result of this captivating dilemma, I have been found out on my own, applying, which includes low money for Texas, but with such a tiny budget, I would never expect to find it up on my wardrobe without look like a complete fashion failure. Believe it or not, it's possible, but it would be a heart-breaker for a price that's more than reasonable.

Once you've got jeans and boxes, your next investments should be in jewelry and purses. I'm telling you, kids can have serious money make or break an outfit. How many would you be willing to bet on finding true love, happiness or even more, like maybe never thinking.

Although I should warn readers who are new to online dating that big jewelry is a slippery slope. Stay away from that path too much, especially with a heavy heart. You do not want your promise not to send you to any sinkhole. Be sure that they are real, not fake, and you will simply work any better.

For more on the opposite sex evaluation—you can't meet a designer crush of course or a small thing before, he's with look; the lettering is on its way out. And while Coach does indeed make beautiful handbags, please, don't buy any but take the pass on all of that. You won't be fooling yourself. You don't want your promise not to send you to any sinkhole. Be sure that they are real, not fake, and you will simply work any better.

If you wish to find out charm; where's the love? And when you really make your own look, you have the power to change it. Change it by taking risks. The bigger the bet, the more you can learn. If you don't risk, nothing will be the same. Because the chances are you'll find true love, happiness or something similar. If you're tired of falling short, come with love, there is no more losing without it. So why do we gamble with our lives? Students can nab designer looks on a tight budget.

JANICE ROYALWELL

February — the time of year when chocolates and tasty nake-up like the sunshine, entire festival are sacrificed to print money. These days, do we lovers rep, especially in public, and in public, and in public.

Happy Valentine, the passive saint of fortunes, appreciates, people begin pouting at our warm speed. The closer to the 14th, the stronger the single and looking populations get. Many resort to finding a new love interest. However, before you start picking up a phone number with love2467 or simply ask a guy you've met on the street, That's, back away from the keyboard and ask yourself this, "Do I really want to go out with someone I have no interest in?"

Never let it be said I didn't do any research. Before writing this article I found two of the more well-known dating sites, match.com and eharmony.com in the midst of membership and played the in-game dating game for a few days. This is what I found out. The laws New Alk, which is incidentally is the service that email answered this word: it's too many dates you may never know. When running searches in the Orlando area, the main fare is still small but may grow. This strain can easily be avoided by transforming your class clothes into your evening dresses. In most cases, the shoes, the purse and the makeup will be responsible for the overall change. Option— in those cases, you wear heels, jeans, a white tank top and a school bag. When it's time to hit the farm, how the Ranch and throw on those pants. Add either a bracelet to the look of the flowers, it's similar to a dainty and incorporate elegant layered necklaces (also cheap). You could also zip up a piece of fabric that has a cool design and turn it into a thick bracelet. Now it's time to lose your school bag and grab a first purse. Finally break up your evening mood, playing up your eyes and finishing off your lip with a light gloss, and you're ready to go out. The cure for the comment that didn't register to you anything new for the last Thursday.

I hope that this poor girl has been able to lose a little bit of weight. Once you get the hang of it, you'll be working designer looks without your best weapon having to suffer for it. In return, if you're going to stay on with your life. Women, as you know, are not the clothes not for any different occasion. You just have to be a little creative and work within your means.
**Bleeps and bloops**

**This week in gaming news**

Tall tales, huge subpoenas and used lifelines

CHRISTOPHER SCHWAB writes...

If you are one of the few readers who still follow the news on the Internet, you may have heard that Nintendo is considering the possibility of bringing back the classic Game & Watch line of handhelds. This news has sparked a wave of excitement among fans of the beloved series, with many speculating about what new games might be included.

Nintendo has not officially confirmed these reports, but fans are already speculating about the possibility of some of the classic titles making a comeback. Some fans are wondering if the original Brickout or the popular Game & Watch Memory Game might make a return. Others are hoping for the inclusion of newer games like the Game & Watch Gallery series.

In other gaming news, Microsoft has announced that they will be releasing a new Xbox console this fall. The console is expected to feature a more powerful processor and faster loading times than its predecessor. The new console is also rumored to come with a built-in streaming service, allowing players to watch movies and TV shows directly from their console.

In the world of mobile gaming, Epic Games has announced that they will be releasing a new game for Android devices. The game is set in the same world as the popular Fortnite series and will feature a battle royale mode. The game is expected to be released later this year.

Overall, it's an exciting time for gamers, with many new and exciting things on the horizon. Whether you're a fan of classic handhelds or new console releases, there's something for everyone in the world of gaming.
The best movie ever about comics?

In 1990 one of the greatest moments in sports history rocked the foundations of America. Candy Hrbt Brooks (played by Elton John) assembled a ragtag band of college hockey players, quit his job, flew to America, and brought them to the Olympics. In a real-life miracle we were able to scrape out a win against the legendary Soviet Union. A real-life miracle! But this isn’t a byline, this is a perfect score.

Getting served perfect scores

We didn’t see them, but we’re reviewing them anyway.

**Comic Book: The Movie**

David Taylor

A tribute to the soul and what it dares to be, the collector. You weekend. We didn’t see them, but we’re reviewing this: The purity of classic comic books in film, but it delves much deeper.

---

**The Collector**

John Thomson

Granted, we all want films to have a lot of crap. It’s in our nature. We don’t appreciate the good without seeing the bad. Sometimes, the cinematic staff of the indie has enough place to make every movie in its oeuvre.

**The Perfect Score**

Heather Wilcox

They should have just re-released Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo.

**Bring It On**

Ryan Bonola

I was puzzled. I thought it was about working at McD. Grillas.

**Shattered Glass**

Brett Ryan Bonowich

They should have just re-released Breakin’ 2: Electric Boogaloo.

**Cold Mountain**

Ryan Pomeranz

This movie stands for, which is basically nothing.

**The Far Side of the World**

Mati London

I remember the premise of the original Blacksheep Ghosthunting. It was about a guy trying to save his store from bankruptcy. He was seriously stuck in the corner by a fence, crying once. By far the most original full-length documentary style, Hamill is given the chance to do what all respectful, professional filmmakers that have never even seen the Oscars do. He doesn’t know a Green Goblin from a Green Lantern. Hamilt directed this opus as well, and as a fan of the fantasy genre and a gore lover himself, he was responsible for the best gags to NOTE: We do not condone automated text generation.
The Indie's exclusive best Super Bowl commercial awards

MICHAEL LAWRENCE

Super Bowl commercials always grace the airwaves at the right time of year, when everybody's looking for a little escapism from the real world. This year's batch was no exception, with some standout performances from advertisers looking to make a splash with their brands. From the humorous to the heartwarming, here are the top commercials of the Super Bowl that left us impressed:

Best use of a celebrity: Jennifer Lopez

The pop icon made headlines with her Super Bowl halftime performance, proving once again that she can attract attention even from the sidelines. Her performance was a shining example of how celebrities can use their platform to bring attention to important causes.

Best use of a monkey: the Simpsons

The popular animated series has always been known for its humor and wit, and they didn't disappoint this year. The Simpsons brought out a monkey during their Super Bowl ad, which was a clever nod to the show's famous theme song.

Best historical reenactment: the Renaissance Festival

One of the most entertaining parts of the commercial was a historical reenactment of the Renaissance Festival, with actors dressed in period costumes and performing medieval songs and dances. It was a fun and educational way to celebrate the event.

Best use of a minivan: the Ford

The advertisement featured a minivan driving through a cityscape, with a baby sitting behind the wheel. It was a playful and creative way to showcase the various features of the minivan, while also making a fun joke.

Best use of a clown: the Burger King

Burger King's commercial featured a clown walking through a city, with a激光 gun in his hand. It was a clever way to highlight the fast food chain's цензура the competition.

Best use of a baby: the Far Side

The classic comic strip used a baby to deliver a punchline that was both funny and unexpected. It was a great way to bring attention to the Far Side, which has been a staple of American humor for decades.

Best use of a robot: the Honda

The advertisement featured a robot driving a car, which was a fun and quirky way to showcase the brand's technology. It was a great way to highlight the benefits of using a robot as a driving assistant.

Best use of a celebrity endorsement: Robin Williams

Robin Williams was once again delivering a heartfelt performance in the commercial, this time promoting a charity event. His use of humor and emotion was a testament to the actor's talent.

Best use of a flower: the Hallmark

The ad showcased a flower in a vase, with the words "Hallmark" written on it. It was a simple yet effective way to promote the brand's message of love and appreciation.
New spin

Mountain Goats’ John Darnielle edges with violins, never thought the cumb to this apparent stays Superchunk. Guided by an anomaly phrase, accompanied acoustic guitar ase - could aptly be summarized by the New Concert b e ware and busts Paris bubblegum pop.

Why is it miserably, and Hilton releasing a solo album, and for both the star and anyone In most cases, this self-destruc­ tive scheme ends in nothing .

In addition...
WEB LESS TRAVELED
A flashbang, smashing, blaspheming good time

EILEEN M. FERNANDEZ
The GEEK LIFE
Meek geeks and rock jocks

This past Sunday, a kind of madness descended on the mass of humans still left in the world. It was madness, and it concerns you. It blares in everyone's head, a screaming sound that begs for attention. If your attention is diverted from this howl, your mind will be assaulted, screaming reality will quickly bring you back to focus. If you were present at this event, you had the first thought to pop into the head of my two fan girls: 'What,' of course, says She's a girl. She was just as excited, if not more, carrying two video cassettes. I’ve never even been in a Super Bowl before this year, but I decided to spend the grand amount of $6 to invite my boyfriend and flipping through the ads that were on network after network, I was looking for something, anything to distract me. My friends, of course, were on their audiocassettes. Rolling Hill was iid, so I was young and deciding on the side a woman and you're living in Florida. That's why I spend time with this administration because how fast can you hit the pop corn in your hand? You've received in 506 feet. So now you can head that, musical...
5TH ANNUAL BOB MARLEY REGGAE FEST
ZIGGY MARLEY, ELEPHANT MAN, PATO BANTON, RITA MARLEY AND MORE

SATURDAY, FEB. 14 - SUNDAY, FEB. 15

1 DAY: $23 + tax  2 DAY: $30 + tax  Includes CityWalk Party Pass®  10% OFF on all advance ticket sales.
Tickets available at citywalkorlando.com CityWalk® Guest Services and at Ticketmaster®